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Our stationary solutions:

FABO Stationary Crushing Plants

FABO, which sells crushing, screening and washing facilities to 7 continents, produces the most 
powerful crushers and sieves in the market. With its low maintenance costs, innovative designs 
and 17 years of experiece, it offers unique solutions to its customers.

Stationary crushing plants have advanced equipment that provides high efficiency for mines, 
quarries and construction projects. Our crusher plants with different capacities are ideal for 
solutions suitable for every project.

Stationary crushing plants can be used for aggregate production in various sizes, for crushing 
hard mines and ores. To maximize your profits and improve your business volume, like companies 
around the world, choose FABO crushing, screening and washing facilities.

Stationary Stone Crushing and Screening Plants
Vibrating Bunkers
Jaw Crushers
Primary Impact Crushers
Tertiary Crushers
Vertical Shaft Crushers
Cone Crushers
Vibrating Screens
Dewatering Screen
Spiral Washers
Bucket Washers
Wobbler Feeder



MODEL TBX-45

FREEDER WIDTH 1100 mm

FREEDER LENGHT 4800 mm

HOPPER VOLUME 45 m3

CAPACITY 300 - 400 TPH

MOTOR POWER 2 x 9.2 kW

Vibrating Feeder 
Grizzly
Bunker

TBX-45 Vibrating Feeder Bunker

Vibrating Feeder TBX-45 is ideal for getting faster and higher capacity service in facilities where 
the hardest stones are crushed. Companies aiming to provide high performance can easily use 
this product, which has a stone feeding capacity of 400 tons per hour.

As in our other products, we produce them in accordance with CE standards and the use of 
materials is environmentally friendly. As a company, we try to produce advantageous products in 
terms of material and moral aspects without compromising customer satisfaction.
If you need a new machine for your newly established business or for your business that you plan 
to expand, you can take a look at Fabo Makina products. 

Double Grizzly Feeder
Vibrating Feeder TBX-45 relieves the crusher group (jaw crusher) by separating dirty and sticky 
materials even under the most difficult conditions, thanks to its Double Grizzly Feeder and in this way 
the rocks falling into the bunker are optimized in the best way.



Contact:

fabo@hidro-rad.hr +(385) 21 721 041


